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ABSTRACT

The identification of abuse of older women by their partners is a

comparatively recent development that occurred in the context of research
into the phenomenon of elder abuse, the most recent addition to the family

violence rubric. Essentially the elder abuse approach has a generational

focus that presumes abuse of older people consequent to age, disability, and

dependency. Congruous with the family violence perspective it is dominated

by positivist studies of incidence and prevalence and lacks an analysis of
gender. The field of elder abuse has not yet been conceptualised in an

integrated manner with consistent definitions of abuse on which to base
research and intervention. The recognition of long standing domestic
violence as a significant form of abuse in the elderly population initiated the
proposal of adoption of the domestic violence model as an additional
intervention to the prevalent response of elder protection. However despite

the feminist axiom of domestic violence widespread amongst women
regardless of age, race, religious or socio-economic background the older

abused woman barely figures in the domestic violence literature; the little
evidence available suggests incompatibility between her needs and the
predominant responses of the domestic violence model.

The purpose of this qualitative-interpretive study was to record the
experiences of older women who chose to leave their partners after many
years of abuse. Semi-structured interviewing was used from a feminist

standpoint to compile the stories of five older women. Further to this

representatives from the domestic violence service providers were similarly

interviewed to discuss their experience of working with older abused women.

The themes that emerge from the older women's stories clearly reveal how

they were trapped in abusive relationships when they were younger by the
perception of domestic violence as a private matter and lack of support for

their attempts to leave. The women describe creative strategies whereby

they survived the violence until they encountered a final crisis or reached a

point of understanding about their future that caused them to finally leave

their partners. They highlighted incidents on this occasion that demonstrate

that despite less societal tolerance of domestic violence there is a failure to
recognise older women as potential victims and to meet their needs
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sensitively. Although positive about their new lives and encouraging of the

same action by other older abused women they are realistic about the

ongoing negative impact of the situation they have endured on their physical

and psychological wellbeing and family relationships.

The workers accounts of their experience with older abused women are

consistent with the women's stories and confirm the empathy with which they

have listened to them. However similarly to overseas research they report

that older abused women under utilise domestic violence services. The
workers stories indicate that there is some disjunction between the apparent

needs of older women and shelter practice that has evolved to meet the
requirements of the majority client group of younger women and children.
This situation indicates a need for an older woman centred discourse within

that of domestic violence and policy supportive of tailoring of services to her

needs to prevent her ongoing anomalous position and failure to receive
adequate assistance from either the elder abuse approach or the domestic

violence sector.
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